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Army Corps ofﬁcial says heavy rainfall in Montana and Wyoming upset projections for Missouri River
The record releases, which have
not yet reached their maximum,
have breached levees, triggered
evacuations and spurred furious
planning in the St. Louis region.
The high ﬂows are scheduled to
continue into August.
Last week, a uniﬁed Missouri
congressional delegation invited
an Army Corps general to their
state with a pointed message
from Missourians “who believe
this disaster could have been
mitigated with better planning
and coordination on the part of
the Corps of Engineers.”
Upriver, anger has risen with
the water. Two former South
Dakota governors, both Republicans, accused the corps last
week of failing to keep ﬂexibility
to handle the spring rains and
heavy snowmelt.
One of the former governors,
Bill Janklow, characterized the
corps as “slow-witted.” Another
ex-governor, Mike Rounds, asserted in an interview Friday
that corps brass ought to be
held accountable for rising water threatening his state and his
own home.
“I’m muddy, I’m wet,” said
Rounds, after returned from
checking on water lapping at his
evacuated home, near Pierre.
“You can’t come into May
with so much water in the upper reservoirs knowing that
you have significant snowpack
on the ground and assuming it
will not rain,” said Rounds, who
left office in January after two
terms.

‘ASTOUNDING’ WATERS
The Corps of Engineers is accustomed to taking heat, although
usually in times of drought,
when the Dakotas and Missouri
renew their decades-long battle
over who taps America’s longest
river.
Since the 1940s, the corps
has been in charge of a system
of “mainstem” dams authorized
after an epic battle in Congress
aimed at controlling a tempestuous river known for wreaking
damage across the country. The
Flood of 2011 — what the corps
is calling the rising water — involved a big rain that forced a
sudden diversion from Army
engineers’ Master Manual, a
court-tested document that
serves as the bible of Missouri
River management.
From its Reservoir Control
Center in suburban Omaha,
corps officials made calculations
several weeks ago that are worrying people now at both ends
of the river. The ﬂows charted by
the corps derive from the manual’s water control plan, which
sets reservoir depths and dam
releases after taking stock of rain
and melting snow in the basin’s
541,000 square miles.
A 2011 plan was set. Then
came the weekend of May 20.
Montana is a dry state with an
average rainfall of 13.6 inches —
less than half of what Missouri
gets. But on that single weekend, large swaths of Montana
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Members of the South Dakota National Guard inspect the water level at a levee last week in southeast
Pierre, S.D. The level has been rising as more water is released from Missouri River dams.

“THE LOCAL CORPS
STAFF HAS BEEN
TREMENDOUS TO
WORK WITH, BUT THE
MANAGEMENT OF
THE RIVER HAS SOME
PEOPLE DOWNRIGHT
ANGRY. WE’RE NOT
ACCUSTOMED TO
BEING FLOODED
HERE.”
FORT PIERRE, S.D.,
MAYOR SAM TIDBALL

and Wyoming got between 5 and
8 inches, a profound drenching
that deposited millions of acrefeet of water in upstream reservoirs. A single acre-foot would
cover a football ﬁeld with 12 water inches deep.
“An astounding amount of
water,” Ruch said.
Jody Farhat, chief of river
management in the corps’
Omaha office, recalls how “we
watched it all weekend, and
when we went to work on Monday, we reported up the line that
this was a game-changer.”
Critics note that the system
was bulging with water before
the rain.
Ruch responds by citing the
dictates of the corps’ operating
manual, which prescribes river
priorities for a host of uses beyond ﬂood control, among them
navigation, recreation, wildlife
and hydropower.
“We’re within the parameters
of that document in how the system is being run,” he asserted.
Referring to complaints from
Missouri, he added: “If someone
comes up to us afterward and
says it needs to be run in a different way, 100 percent for ﬂood
control, and asks could we do
that, the answer is yes. Would
people accept bathtubs in the
upper basin? Probably not.”
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Teens have
tough time
getting jobs
in summer
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Building was once home to a library, research hall

By that he meant that to create more space in the reservoirs
to capture more spring runoff,
it would require reducing the
amount of water for other uses
such as showering — something
upstream residents would not
abide.
In Fort Pierre, S.D., the town’s
87-year-oldmayor,SamTidball,
said Friday that such arguments
aren’t resonating with fearful
people in his community.
“The local corps staff has been
tremendous to work with, but
the management of the river has
some people downright angry.
We’re not accustomed to being
ﬂooded here,” he said.

ASSESSING AGING DAMS
With water cascading down
the Missouri like never before,
questions are popping up about
the ability of dams to handle it.
At Gavins Point Dam in eastern South Dakota, the major
dam nearest to St. Louis, the
ﬂow was turned up this weekend
to 145,000 cubic feet per second, and is scheduled to reach
a peak of 150,000 on Tuesday.
This time of year, the river typically ﬂows through the dam at a
velocity of around 30,000 cubic
feet per second.
In an opinion column last
week in the Post-Dispatch that
got heavy readership along the
river, Bernard Shanks, an author
and former U.S. Geological Survey official, offered a frightening scenario of dam failure. He
theorized a “domino effect” of
catastrophic failures of dams
more than a half-century old,
triggering a ﬂood of biblical proportions that would consume
bridges and split the nation in
two.
In an interview, Shanks, who
also headed the Washington
state Fish and Wildlife Department, said that he has studied
Missouri River dams throughout
his career and is writing a book
about them. He has not been in-

volved in their operation.
“I don’t want to frighten people, but I want them to appreciate that dams are like our bridges
and highways that are falling
apart,” he said.
Shanks’ article was read in
Omaha, too. Ruch began his remarksataneveningbrieﬁngwith
state, local and tribal leaders by
asserting that he had visited all
six dams recently and personally
vouched for their integrity.
John Bertino, chief of the engineering division in the Omaha
District, said that seismic studies were conducted at the dams
as recently as 2005 and that an
intense monitoring program
is under way. He said that the
corps meets annually with state
emergency management officials along the river so that
“everyone is prepared and they
know what to do” in the event of
dam failure.
Speaking of Shanks’warnings,
Ruch said: “There’s virtually
no chance of overtopping those
dams” — the biggest threat.
“This is just not a scenario that’s
going to play out.”
Ruch summed up his biggest
concernabouttheunfoldingwater drama in a single word: “Precipitation. That is 100 percent
of what I’m concerned with,” he
said, echoing the worry of St.
Louis area planners.
Ruch added that he is eager to
get beyond this high-water season to look at how to improve the
aging levee system. He declined
to directly address an assertion
last week by U.S. Sen. Roy Blunt,
R-Mo., that an earmark moratorium in Congress has led to
difficulties in getting funds for
levee repair.
“Are you trying to get me to
touch the third rail there?” Ruch
joked.
“We really need to figure
how things need to be operated
better. But right now, I’m concerned about people’s lives and
property,” he said.

Steve Jobs likes to tell how his own
career in computers was shaped
by a lucky summer job. Fascinated
by electronics and already brash at
age 13, he looked up Bill Hewlett,
of Hewlett Packard, in the Palo
Alto telephone book and called
him. They talked shop, and the
boy ended up putting in screws on
an HP assembly line.
It is an archetypal American
story, the summer job that helps
a teenager save for a car, clothes
or college, that provides a first
taste of the workaday world and
sometimes even a crucial steppingstone.
But the venerable rite is also an
endangered one: Between a historic decline in short-term jobs for
teenagers and the listing economy,
only 25 percent of youths ages 1619 are expected to ﬁnd work this
summer, made more difficult for
low-income teens by shrinking
federal job subsidies. In 2000, by
comparison, 45 percent of teenagers worked.
— Erik Eckholm

PRESSURE GROWS
In Los Angeles this month, Crystal
Casciano, 17, and her two brothers
are looking for summer work —
without any luck.
The youth employment program that helped them ﬁnd jobs at
a summer camp last year has lost
its ﬁnancing; calls to local camps
have proved fruitless; and her
younger brother’s trip to the mall,
where he ﬁlled out a dozen job applications, has not yielded a single
interview. None of her friends can
ﬁnd work, either.
Her mother, Irma Alberto, is
the family’s lone breadwinner.
Her older son, 23, has been unemployed for more than a year, and
Alberto worries about keeping her
children motivated.
“Crystal is a very active person,
and I can see her enthusiasm going
away now that she’s not in school
all the time,” Alberto said nervously. “I worry that if she doesn’t
find something else, she’ll start
falling through the cracks. That’s
what happened with her brother.”
Last summer, working as a
counselor and bringing home several hundred dollars every week,
Casciano took pride in helping
ease the financial burden on her
mom. She bought her own school
clothes, paid for her basketball
team gear and supplied her own
spending money.
And she enjoyed working with
younger children. “I got really attached to them,” she said.“I think I
want to teach elementary school.”
In the fall,she will start studying
to be a teacher at nearby California
State University, Northridge.
Alberto turned down a second
request from Crystal for money.
— Ian Lovett
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ing is structurally
sound, the garden estimates it will cost about
$3 million to restore the building
and install an elevator to make it

